


A view. A viewpoint. 

A city skyline. An attraction to cultural artifacts.

A swirl of clouds. A cosmopolitan sensibility.

A colorful martketplace. An appreciation for tradition and trends.

The front door of your home. A perspective on what lies beyond.

ODL considered views and viewpoints from around the world as we designed our Perspectives line. 

Textures, colors, patterns, terrain, objects, cultural influences–all led to this diverse collection of privacy glass styles 

for your entry door.

Striking the right balance between privacy and security for your home’s entry and a desired level of natural light can be tricky. 

Move the scale too far to one side and you end up with a dark entryway. Move it too far to the other and you end up with too 

much visibility into your home. Privacy glass offers a balance of the two. It filters glass for privacy without filtering light.

Each of Perspectives’ nine styles brings a unique perspective to your door and home. Each offers an understated, minimalist 

approach to doorglass design. Each provides textures and patterns that create privacy. And all give you what only glass can: 

A dynamic and beautiful play of shadow and light.

Perspectives doorglass is available with Low-E glass.



BLANCA
BLANCA 

Offering a high level of privacy and an 
understated backdrop, Blanca has a 
frosted, slightly stippled surface. 

Textured surface enclosed in glass.

Available in Severe Weather Doorglass.

Privacy Level = 9

0 10

Blanca Glass Design 
686-BLC | 690-BLC



CUMULUS
CUMULUS

Whether soft wisps of clouds or a 
30,000-foot view of mountainous 
terrain, Cumulus takes a view from 
afar and brings it down to earth in 
your entryway door. Cumulus offers   
a high privacy level.

Textured surface exposed to the inside 
of the home.

Privacy Level = 8

0 10

Cumulus Glass Design 
686-CMS



GEO-TEX
GEO-TEX

Geo-Tex’s highly textured, geometric 
pattern is reminiscent of the pottery  
of Native Americans or weavings 
found in Moroccan markets. It has a 
strong symmetrical appearance and 
high level of privacy for your entryway.

Textured surface exposed to the inside 
of the home.

Privacy Level = 9

0 10

Geo-Tex Glass Design 
686-GTX



LINEN
NEW LINEN

Whether reminiscent of a soft linen 
shirt or an elegantly embroidered 
linen tablecloth, Linen’s lightly etched 
glass and woven pattern complement 
casual or formal entryway designs. 
The translucent white glass and soft 
moiré of Linen’s silkscreened threads 
give it a high level of privacy.

Textured surface exposed to the inside 
of the home.

Available in Severe Weather Doorglass.

Privacy Level = 9

0 10

Linen Glass Design 
686-LNN | 694-LNN



MICRO-GRANITE
MICRO-GRANITE

Just as its name implies, Micro-Granite 
blends texture and pattern to create   
a surface reminiscent of small textured 
polished pebbles. It provides a high 
level of privacy.

Textured surface enclosed in glass.

Available in Severe Weather Doorglass.

Privacy Level = 9

0 10

Micro-Granite Glass Design 
686-MG



MOSAIC
MOSAIC

Mosaic finds inspiration in the 
cobblestone streets of historic villages 
and the soft reflections of a stony 
streambed. The result is an angular, 
subtle pattern of light and a high level 
of privacy in your home’s entrance.

Textured surface exposed to the inside 
of the home.

Privacy Level = 8

0 10

Mosaic Glass Design 
686-MSC | 690-MSC



RAIN
RAIN

All that’s missing is the patter of 
raindrops. Rain features a vertical 
pattern and textured surface that 
create the illusion of rain trickling 
down a window. It offers a high level 
of privacy.

Textured surface enclosed in glass.

Privacy Level = 9

0 10

Rain Glass Design 
686-RN



STREAMED
STREAMED

The pronounced vertical pattern and 
strong ribbed texture of Streamed 
create the allusion of the organic flow 
of water in your entryway. Streamed 
offers a high level of privacy.

Textured surface exposed to the inside 
of the home.

Available in Severe Weather Doorglass.

Privacy Level = 9

0 10

Streamed Glass Design 
686-STM



VAPOR
VAPOR

Reminiscent of Northern Lights, Vapor 
creates an ethereal play of light and 
shadow and a medium level of privacy 
for your entryway.

Textured surface exposed to the inside 
of the home.

Privacy Level = 6

0 10

Vapor Glass Design 
686-VPR
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